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In a topological space, a family of continuous mappings is called universal if its action, in at least one
element of the space, is dense. If the mappings are unitary or trace-preserving completely positive,
the notion of universality is closely related to the notion of controllability in either closed or open
quantum systems. Quantum controllability in infinite dimensions is discussed in this setting and minimal
generators are found for full control universal families. Some of the requirements of the operators needed
for control in infinite dimensions follow from the properties of the infinite unitary group. Hence, a brief
discussion of this group and the appropriate mathematical spaces is also included.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Quantum control and the infinite-dimensional unitary group.
Essentially infinite-dimensional transformations

To control the time evolution of quantum systems is an es-
sential step in many applications of quantum theory [1]. Among
the fields requiring accurate control of quantum mechanical evolu-
tion are quantum state engineering, cooling of molecular degrees
of freedom, selective excitation, chemical reactions and quantum
computing. A fairly complete characterization of quantum con-
trollability in finite-dimensional spaces is now available. However,
in many situations, for example when continuous spectrum scat-
tering states are involved [2], one has to deal with an infinite-
dimensional Hilbert space.

Wu, Tarn and Li [3] (see also [4,5]) established controllability
criteria on the infinite-dimensional manifolds that are generated
by non-compact Lie algebras. However, left open is the question
of when these manifolds are dense on the Hilbert sphere, which
would the key requirement for complete controllability in infinite
dimensions. In fact, and in contrast to the finite-dimensional case
[6,7], only negative results are known for the infinite-dimensional
bilinear control problem of differential equations [8,9].

Dealing with controllability in infinite dimensions one is faced
at the start with the choice of the proper spaces where the (in gen-
eral unbounded) control operators are going to act. A good starting
point is to find a suitable mathematical setting for the groups
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U (∞) or O (∞), which are clearly transitive in infinite dimensions.
Consider a Gelfand triplet

S∗ ⊃ L2(
R

d) ⊃ S,

S being a nuclear space obtained as the limit of a sequence of
Hilbert spaces with successively larger norms. An element g of
U (∞) is a transformation in S such that

‖gξ‖ = ‖ξ‖.
By duality 〈x, gξ〉 = 〈g∗x, ξ〉, x ∈ S∗ , ξ ∈ S , the infinite-dimensional
unitary group is also defined on S∗ , the two groups being alge-
braically isomorphic.

For the harmonic analysis on U (∞) one needs functionals on
S∗ . U (∞) is a complexification of O (∞), the infinite-dimensional
orthogonal group and a standard result states that if a measure μ
is invariant under O (∞) it must be of the form

μ = aδ0 +
∫

μσ dm(σ ),

a sum of a delta and Gaussian measures μσ with variance σ 2.
Hence we are led to consider the (L2) space of functionals on S∗
with a O (∞)-invariant Gaussian measure(
L2) = L2(S∗, B,μ

)
,

B being generated by the cylinder sets in S∗ and μ the measure
with characteristic functional

C( f ) =
∫
S∗

ei〈x, f 〉 dμ(x) = e− 1
2 ‖ f ‖2

, x ∈ S∗, f ∈ S.

In conclusion: the proper framework to study transitive actions
and functional analysis in infinite-dimensional quantum spaces is
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the complex white noise setting [10]. In this context many useful
results are already available. For example, the regular representa-
tion of U (∞)

U gϕ(z) = ϕ
(

g∗z
)
, z ∈ S∗

c , ϕ ∈ (
L2

c

) ∼= (
L2) ⊗ (

L2)
splits into irreducible representations [11] corresponding to the
Fock space (chaos expansion) decomposition of (L2

c )

(
L2) =

∞⊕
n=0

(
n⊕

k=0

Hn−k,k

)
,

Hn−k,k being a complex Fourier–Hermite polynomial of degree
(n − k) in 〈z, ξ〉 and of degree k in 〈z̄, ξ̄ 〉.

Furthermore, some results concerning a classification of the
subgroups of U (∞) are useful for our purposes. In particular one
must distinguish between subgroups that only involve transfor-
mations that may be approximated by finite-dimensional transfor-
mations like G∞ , obtained as the limit of a sequence of finite-
dimensional unitary groups

Gn = {
g ∈ U (∞), g|Vn ∈ U (n), g|V ⊥

n
= I

}
,

G∞ = proj. lim
n→∞ Gn

from those that contain transformations changing, in a significant
way, infinitely many coordinates. These group elements are called
essentially infinite-dimensional (see [10] for a rigorous definition and
examples). The essential point to retain for our purposes is that to
generate U (∞), and therefore to be transitive in infinite dimen-
sions, some essentially infinite-dimensional elements are needed.
The results in the following sections show that one such transfor-
mation is enough.

2. Unitary control in infinite dimensions. Universal families

Given a topological space X and a family of continuous map-
pings Tα : X → X with α belonging to some index set I , an ele-
ment x ∈ X is called universal [12] if the set

{Tαx: α ∈ I}
is dense in X . The family {Tα: α ∈ I} will be called universal if
there is at least one universal element x ∈ X . When the operators
Tα form a composition group of homeomorphisms, universality is
known in topological dynamics under the name of topological tran-
sitivity.

The problem of quantum controllability for closed systems is
the search for universal unitary families in the Hilbert sphere with
a dense set of universal vectors. A particularly interesting situation
occurs when the universal family is generated by a single opera-
tor. If the universal family consists of the powers T n of a single
operators, this one is called hypercyclic and if it is{
λT nx

}
with λ a scalar, that is dense in X , the operator is called super-
cyclic. Because all these notions are related to the density of a set,
they depend on the topology of X . An interesting fact is that hy-
percyclicity is a purely infinite-dimensional phenomenon. No linear
operator on a finite-dimensional space is hypercyclic, as can easily
be seen by considering the operator in its Jordan normal form [13].

A universal unitary family in the infinite-dimensional Hilbert
sphere has been found in [14]. Because this result will later be
generalized for open systems, I recall here the relevant definitions.
By the choice of a countable basis any separable Hilbert space
is shown to be isomorphic to �2(Z), the space of double-infinite
square-integrable sequences

a = {. . . ,a−2,a−1,a0,a1,a2, . . .} ∈ �2(Z),

|a| =
( ∞∑

−∞
|ak|2

) 1
2

< ∞

with basis

ek = {. . . ,0,0,1k,0,0, . . .}.
The following operators are defined:

(i) A linear operator T+ acting as a shift on the basis states

T+ek = ek+1, k ∈ Z

and its inverse

T −1+ ek = ek−1, k ∈ Z.

(ii) A U (2) group operating in the linear space spanned by e0 and
e1 and leaving the complementary space unchanged.

Let G(T+, U (2)) be the group generated by these operators.
Then,

Theorem 1. (See [14].) For any a ∈ �2(Z), |a| = 1, G(T+, U (2))a is
dense in the �2(Z)-Hilbert sphere.

That is, T+ and U (2) generate a universal family in the Hilbert
sphere with a dense set of universal vectors.

T+ and U (2) is already a relatively small set of generators, but
an interesting question is whether a smaller set may be found,
namely whether there are unitary hypercyclic or supercyclic op-
erators. The answer depends both on the topology of the space
and on the nature of the measure μ used for the L2(μ) space.
With the norm topology in the space X , the answer is negative
because no hyponormal operator (‖T x‖ � ‖T ∗x‖; x ∈ X) can be
hypercyclic [15] or supercyclic [16].

The situation is different if density in the space X is relative to
the weak topology, with neighborhood basis

N(ψ1 · · ·ψn, ε1 · · ·εn) = {
φ:

∣∣〈ψi |φ〉∣∣ < εi
}

Then there are weakly supercyclic normal operators which are nec-
essarily multiples of unitary operators and an example of a unitary
hypercyclic operator has been constructed in a L2(μ) space [17].
This construction is somewhat particular in that μ is a singular
continuous measure in a thin Kronecker set. For measures that
are absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure
one has no weakly supercyclic operator. Nevertheless a set is usu-
ally considered as “large” if it carries a probability measure μ for
which the Fourier coefficients μ̂(n) vanish at infinity. It has re-
cently been proved that there is such a probability measure for
which the corresponding L2(μ) space has a weakly supercyclic op-
erator [18].

These results raise the interesting possibility that in some quan-
tum spaces associated to singular continuous measures (hierarchi-
cal systems, for example), complete infinite-dimensional quantum
controllability might be implemented with a single operator and
its powers.

3. A universal family for Kraus operators

For open systems I will restrict myself to evolutions by com-
pletely positive trace-preserving maps Φ , which may be repre-
sented by the Kraus operator sum representation

Φ(ρ) =
∑

KiρK †
i .
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The problem of quantum control in this setting corresponds to
the search for a universal family of operators acting in the opera-
tor algebra of bounded operators B(H) in the infinite-dimensional
Hilbert space H . No countable subset of B(H) can be dense in the
operator norm topology. Therefore, because one is always inter-
ested in control by a sequence of transformations, the problem
has no practical sense in this topology. Instead one should dis-
cuss density in the strong operator topology, that is, the one with
neighborhood basis

N(xi, εi; i = 1, . . . ,n) = {
O : ‖O xi‖ < εi

}
.

The B(H) operator algebra is separable in this topology, meaning
that any element may be approximated arbitrarily close by some
n × n matrix.

Wu, Pechen, Brif and Rabitz [19] established general control-
lability conditions for Kraus operators. Here, as before, one looks
for a minimal set of generators of a universal family that insures
controllability in infinite dimensions. Consider a separable Hilbert
space isomorphic to �2(Z), the shift operator T+ and its inverse
T −1+ , as well as a U (2) group acting on the subspace {e0, e1} and
leaving the complementary space unchanged. From these one con-
structs the following useful operators:

– An operator Π that exchanges the basis vectors e0 and e1
and keeps the others unchanged. It is an element of the U (2)

group.
– The operator Πn = T n+ΠT −n+ that exchanges en with en+1 and

keeps the others unchanged.
– The operators Πk,k+p = ΠkΠk+1 · · ·Πk+p−2Πk+p−1 · · ·Πk+1Πk

that exchange ek and ek+p , keeping the others unchanged.

As one may expect from Theorem 1, this set of operators, gen-
erating all unitaries in arbitrary dimensions, may also be able
to generate all random-unitary transformations (Kraus operators
proportional to unitaries) but not all trace-preserving completely
positive operations. Hence a new operator must be added, which
I will choose to be the projection on a basis state, for example
P0 = |e0〉〈e0|.

Theorem 2. P0, T+, T −1+ and U (2) generate a (strong operator topolo-
gy-)universal family in the set of all density operators in infinite dimen-
sions, with a dense set of universal elements.

Proof. Let ρ be an arbitrary density operator in an n-dimensional
subspace Vn . First, by using the shift operators T+ and T −1+ , one
can translate the Vn subspace in such a way that it contains
the basis vectors e0 and e1. By the construction in the proof of
Lemma 2 of Ref. [14] one knows that any normalized vector in an
n-dimensional subspace may be transformed by T+, T −1+ and U (2)

to an arbitrary basis state (say e0) in the n-dimensional subspace.
That means that from T+, T −1+ and U (2) one generates all U (n)

transformations. Therefore, with these transformations ρ may be
brought to its diagonal form ρD . Now to ρD one applies the Kraus
transformation

n∑
i=1

KiρD K †
i

the Kraus operators being Ki = P0Π0,i (i = 0, . . . ,n − 1) (Π0,0 is
just the identity, an element of the U (2) group). This transforms
ρD into the single projector P0 = |e0〉〈e0|.

Conversely by applying the Kraus operators Ki = √
ρD,iΠ0,i to

P0 and reversing the operations of the unitary group and the shift,
P0 may be transformed into any density operator of any other m-
dimensional subspace.

The fact that the density operators in finite-dimensional sub-
spaces are dense (in the strong operator topology) on the set
of all the density operators in infinite dimensions, completes the
proof. �
4. Remarks and conclusions

(1) A relatively small set of operations is sufficient to insure
controllability in infinite dimensions, both for closed and open
quantum systems. The results were established for a general sep-
arable Hilbert space. An even smaller set of operations might be
possible for some L2(μ) spaces with singular continuous measures.

(2) An essential point that follows from the structure of
the infinite-dimensional unitary group is that, to cover densely
the Hilbert sphere, essentially infinite-dimensional elements are
needed, that is, transformations that change significantly an infi-
nite number of components in some basis. One sees that one such
transformation is sufficient in the generating set of the universal
family. Here that role is played by the shift operator which may
have a simple physical interpretation as, for example, the applica-
tion of a magnetic field pulse to a system behaving like a charged
plane rotator. Depending of the concrete physical system to be
controlled, an appropriate set of controlling operators should be
chosen. In any case, the message to retain is that full controllabil-
ity in infinite dimensions requires essentially infinite-dimensional
transformations.

(3) To the minimal set used for unitary control, an additional
generator must be added to obtain an universal family for Kraus
controllability. Here, a projection operator was used for this pur-
pose. The essential role of one such transformation suggests that
the control scheme of measurement-plus-evolution [20–22], a sim-
ple matter of convenience to extend the set of controllable closed
systems, is indeed a most natural one for open systems.

(4) Practical applications of quantum control are usually formu-
lated in terms of specific interactions and Hamiltonians that can be
acted upon by suitable external fields. Here the main purpose was
to find minimal sets of mathematical operators able to (iteratively)
generate full control in the spaces of infinite-dimensional closed
and open quantum systems. It is nevertheless worth to point out
that the operators that were found may have a simple physical re-
alization. In fact, the U (2) group in the {e0, e1} space is a simple
control operation in finite dimensions, the shift operator T+ may
for some systems be achieved by a magnetic field pulse and the
extra operator needed in the open systems case is a measurement
operation.
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